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Physical description:
.1 l.f., chiefly photocopies.

Provenance:
Received by the Center from Steve Eng in June 1995.

Biographical sketch:
Stephen Richard Eng is a songwriter, poet, biographer and book reviewer who writes frequently about country music. He is based in Nashville, Tennessee.

Scope and content:
Materials in the collection date primarily from the late 1980's through 1996. Most are photocopies of writings by and about Steve Eng which have appeared in a wide variety of publications. The papers fall into three general categories: I. Reviews of books about country music and musicians written by Steve Eng. II. Reviews and notes about Eng's biography of Porter Wagoner, A satisfied mind (Nashville, Rutledge Hill Pr., 1992). III. Miscellaneous other articles and reviews by and about Steve Eng.

Location:
Filed with other manuscript groups, by accession number.